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ALICE Upgrade strategy
(extract)

High precision measurements of rare probes at low pT 

→ cannot be selected with a trigger 

    → collect a large sample of events on tape

Target recorded luminosity and events  
Pb-Pb                      ≥ 10 nb-1       8 x 1010 events (~ 50 kHz min. bias RO rate)
pp (@5.5 TeV reference) ≥ 6 pb-1      1.4 x 1011 events (few 100 kHz RO rate)

A factor 100 gain in statistics over currently approved program ...
… and significant improvement of vertexing and tracking capabilities

To achieve upgrade goals: 

Upgrade the readout and online systems to cope with the  50 kHz Pb-Pb 
minimum bias interaction rate and apply data reduction

Improve vertexing and tracking at low pT  → NEW ITS
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See P. Giubellino’s talk for 
the complete ALICE Upgrade 

program overview
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ITS Upgrade project

Project approved by LHCC in Sept. 2012

Technical Design Report by the end of 2013

Enter production phase late 2014

Installation commissioning 2017/2018

French Institutes (CNRS-IN2P3) in the project: 
IPHC+Univ. (Strasbourg), LPSC+Univ. (Grenoble)
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ITS Upgrade physics objectives I.

Study thermalization of partons with
focus on charm and beauty quarks 

Measurements accessible for the first time 
in heavy-ion collisions:

Charm and beauty baryons down to very low pT
Λc and Λb (Λb → Λc + X )
→ Baryon/meson ratios: Λc/D andΛb/B

→ Probe of hadronization mechanism

Elliptic flow of charmed and beauty mesons 
and baryons down to low pT 
→ Prove of heavy quark transport coefficients , EoS

5

Introduction

Collective behaviour of heavy quarks in the medium
Prediction of B and D v2

I Coll. + rad. energy loss + QGP
hydro expansion

D meson v2, semi-central collisions

ALICE Coll., arXiv:1305.2707

I Prompt D meson v2 of the same
magnitude as charged hadrons

I Limited precision, low-pT reach at 2 GeV/c

I Does the heavier B meson flow?

C.Bianchin, ALICE Coll. (UU) Heavy-flavour measurements in Pb–Pb with the ALICE upgrade 5 / 15

J. Aichelin et al., arXiv:1201.4192

ALICE, arXiv: 1305.2707

L. Molnar, CNRS-IPHC Rencontres QGP France 2013, Sept. 9 - 12

J. Aichelin, P. Gossiaux,
T. Gousset, arXiv:1201.4192

BAMPS, 
PLB717 (2012) 430-435 

Details in: CERN-LHCC-2012-013



ITS Upgrade physics objectives II.

Study quark mass dependence of 
in-medium energy loss via the nuclear 
modification factors RAA of D and B 
mesons separately for the first time

Beauty via displaced D0 → Kπ

Beauty via displaced J/ψ → ee

Improved measurement of single 
displaced electron
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ALICE Performance  
Characterization of QGP via Heavy Flavour 

In Medium hadronization 

6 SQM2013 

R. Rapp et al.  
arXiv:1106.6006 

 Coalescence models predict an increase of baryon-to-meson ratio for light flavour and 
strange hadrons (S.H.Lee Phys. Rev. Lett. 100, 222301 (2008)) 

  Observed for p/π and  Λ/K  ratio  at  intermediate  pT  
 Prediction  also for heavy flavour 

• Λc, Λb not accessible in Pb-Pb with current detector due to limited precision and 
statistics 

 If coalescence contributes to charm hadronization  
        Ds production  is expected to be enhanced w.r.t other D at low pT 
 
Upgrade: aim at measuring  Λc/D and Λb/B ratios and DS  production improving tracking 
precision, statistics and extend the measurement to low pT     

DGHW, Nucl.Phys. A783, 493 (2007)

Details in: CERN-LHCC-2012-013
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ITS Upgrade physics objectives III.

Study of quarkonium dissociation,
regeneration as probe of deconfinement 
and medium temperature

Study of thermal electromagnetic 
radiation from the early stage of 
quark gluon plasma

In-medium modifications of hadronic 
spectral functions, related to chiral 
symmetry restoration

Study of hypernuclei states 
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8 Physics Performance
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Figure 8.22: Inclusive e+e� invariant mass spectrum (left) and excess spectrum (right)
for 0–10% most central Pb–Pb collisions at

p
s

NN

= 5.5 TeV, 2.5·109 events. Tight d
0

cut
is applied. ITS PID is not applied. The green boxes show the systematic uncertainties
from the combinatorial background subtraction, the magenta boxes indicate systematic
uncertainties related to the subtraction of the cocktail and charm contribution.
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Figure 8.23: Inclusive e+e� invariant mass spectrum (left) and excess spectrum (right)
for 0–10% most central Pb–Pb collisions at

p
s

NN

= 5.5 TeV, 2.5 · 109 events. Tight d
0

cut is applied. ITS PID is applied. The green boxes show the systematic uncertainties
from the combinatorial background subtraction, the magenta boxes indicate systematic
uncertainties related to the subtraction of the cocktail and charm contribution.

mal dileptons can be measured with a ⇠ 20% precision independent from the use of the
ITS PID, which does not seem to be relevant in this measurement.

A more detailed investigation of dilepton collectivity and a possible access to the
partonic equation of state is expected from a measurement of the elliptic flow coe�cient
v

2

as a function of M
ee

. The absolute statistical uncertainties on v

2

as a function of
M

ee

are shown in Fig. 8.26 with no ITS PID (left panel) and with ITS PID (right panel).
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Figure 1.2: Expected sources for dilepton production as a function of invariant mass in ultrarela-
tivistic heavy-ion collisions[16].

transition is associated with deconfinement (the so-called ’Wilson line’), again realized in a strong
first-order transition. Thus, for heavy quarks one might hope to become sensitive to features of
deconfinement. This seems indeed to be the case: the confining potential within heavy quarkonium
states (J/!, ") will be Debye-screened due to freely moving color charges in a QGP leading to a
dissolution of the bound states [17]. As a consequence the final abundance of, e.g., J/! mesons
– and thus their contribution to the dilepton spectrum – is suppressed, signaling (the onset of)
the deconfinement transition. This very important topic will not be covered in the present review,
see Refs. [18] for the recent exciting developments. Finally, the intermediate-mass region (IMR)
might allow insights into aspects of quark-hadron ’duality’. As is evident from the saturation of
the vacuum annihilation cross section e+e! ! hadrons by perturbative QCD above " 1.5 GeV,
the essentially structureless thermal ’continuum’ up to the J/! can be equally well described by
either hadronic or quark-gluon degrees of freedom. However, as a QGP can only be formed at
higher temperatures than a hadronic gas, the intermediate mass region might be suitable to ob-
serve a thermal signal from plasma radiation [9, 19] in terms of absolute yield. The most severe
’background’ in this regime is arising from decays of ’open-charm’ mesons, i.e., pairwise produced
DD̄ mesons followed by individual semileptonic decays. Although an enhanced charm production
is interesting in itself – probably related to the very early collision stages – it may easily mask a
thermal plasma signal. To a somewhat lesser extent, this also holds true for the lower-mass tail of
Drell-Yan production.

Until today, the measurement of dilepton spectra in URHIC’s has mainly been carried out at
the CERN-SpS by three collaborations: CERES/NA45 is dedicated to dielectron measurements in
the low-mass region [20, 21, 22, 23], HELIOS-3 [24] has measured dimuon spectra from threshold

6

Adv.Nucl.Phys. 25 (2000) 1
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ITS Upgrade design I.
Improve impact parameter 
resolution by a factor of ~3

First layer closer to IP: 
39 mm → 22 mm

Reduce material budget: 
X/X0 from 1.14 % to 0.3 % (0.8%) for inner (outer) layers

Reduce pixel size for inner/outer layers from 50x425 um2 

to O (30x30 um2 / 50x50 um2)

8

8 The ALICE Collaboration

collisions at
p

sNN = 2.76 TeV by ALICE [8–10] indicate that the hot and dense system formed at the
LHC has three times larger energy density and two times larger volume than at RHIC energies.

1.6.2 With respect to CMS and ATLAS at the LHC

The ATLAS and CMS experiments have excellent capabilities for lepton triggering and reconstruction
over a broad h acceptance. This is coupled to a precise track position and momentum measurement with
silicon detectors in strong magnetic fields. Both these features make them ideally suited to study beauty
production at high pt using displaced leptons and displaced J/y mesons.

A comparison of the features of ALICE, ATLAS and CMS that are relevant for heavy-flavour measure-
ments is presented in Table 1.1.

Table 1.1: Comparison of the features of the future ALICE, ATLAS and CMS trackers that are relevant for
heavy-flavour measurements [11, 12]. The p range of the ALICE PID reported here refers to the combined PID
information of ITS, TPC and TOF. However, it does not include the TPC PID in the relativistic rise.

current ALICE ALICE upgrade ATLAS upgrade CMS upgrade
innermost point (mm) 39.0 22.0 25.7 30.0
x/X0 (innermost layer) 1.14% 0.3% 1.54% 1.25%

d0 res. rj (µm) at 1 GeV/c 60 20 65 60
hadron ID p range (GeV/c) 0.1�3 0.1�3 – –

An important advantage for ALICE in the low-momentum region is the small material budget of the
silicon tracker, which with this ITS upgrade would become a factor 4 and 5 smaller than that of CMS
and ATLAS respectively. This lower thickness results in substantially smaller multiple scattering for
low-momentum particles and so a better impact parameter resolution and reconstruction efficiency. This
is clearly crucial for low-pt charm and beauty measurements. This is the case in particular for Lc re-
construction, where the decay protons have momenta well below 1 GeV/c and are strongly affected by
multiple scattering (larger for heavier particles, due to the 1/b dependence).

Finally, hadron identification over a very broad momentum range, 0.1–3 GeV/c, will be preserved as
one of the most unique features of ALICE and a very strong point in its competitiveness with respect
to the other two large LHC experiments. This capability, provided by the TPC, the TOF, and the ITS,
has already proven to be crucial for the measurement of D meson production in Pb–Pb collisions, with
background reduction of a factor 2–3 in the low momentum region. It has also been crucial for the obser-
vation of the Lc signal in pp collisions. The simulation studies for Lc ! pKp and Ds ! KKp reported
in Chapter 2 indicate that the background is reduced by a factor up to 20–30 at low pt by applying the
p/K/p identification from ITS, TPC and TOF. The study of charm meson and baryon production and
flow at low momentum would not be possible without good hadron identification capability.

1.7 Upgrade Timeline

The ALICE upgrade will require a long shutdown (LS) and, therefore, will naturally have to be in phase
with the installation of upgrades for the other LHC experiments. These are planned as of today for
the 2013/14 and 2017/2018 shutdowns. The ALICE upgrade targets the long LHC shutdown period in
2017/2018 (LS2). The R&D efforts for the ITS upgrade will continue until 2014, construction will take
place in 2015/17 and then installation and commissioning in 2018. A more detailed discussion of the
ITS upgrade timeline is given in 6.

4.2 Stave Design

Figure 4.3: The material budget distribution across the IB stave (top) and a detail of
the overlapping staves (bottom)

4.2.2 Outer Barrel Stave

A schematic overview of the OB stave layout is shown in Figure 4.4.
The module of the OB stave is similar to the module of the IB stave in order to simplify

the validation of the production process and to facilitate the sharing of experience, tools
and techniques. However, the larger surface of the OB stave requires to split it in several
modules and the size of the module to be adapted such that, for instance, the stave length
is an integer number of modules.
The OB module accomodates 2 rows of 7 chips each and therefore the FPC is ap-

proximately 3 cm wide by 21 cm long. The stifness of the module is ensured by a thin
carbon fibre support plate, which proved to be also very helpful for handling during the
assembly and testing. The data rate requirement for the OB layers is significantly lower
than for the IB layers, thus the modules of a stave are readout in series. The 7 chips of a
row in a module are readout in daisy chain mode, which extends over the corresponding
rows of all modules of a stave. The analogue and digital power as well as the ground
connections for all modules in a stave are provided by a power bus running along the
modules. The design of the module FPC and power bus are described in Section 4.6.2.
A space frame derived from the ladder frame of the current ITS supports the modules,

which are attached to two cold plates, as described in Section 4.3.4. The cold plate
equipped with modules is called half stave. The half-staves of Layers 3 and Layers 4
(middle layers) are equipped with 4 modules each while the half-staves of Layers 5 and
Layers 6 (outer layers) are equipped with 7 modules each. Thus, a full stave of the
middle layers contain 112 pixel chips and of the outer layers contains 196 pixel chips.
The cold plate of an half-stave is connected by U-shaped legs to the spaceframe such that
overlap is created in the r-� direction, as shown in Figure 4.5, and nearly full coverage

77
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ITS Upgrade design II.
Improve tracking efficiency 
and pT resolution at low pT

Increase granularity 6 → 7 layers

Increase radial coverage from 
39 - 430 mm to 22 - 430 mm

Fast readout: 

readout of Pb-Pb interactions 
at > 50 kHz and pp interactions 
at few 100 kHz

Fast insertion - removal

possibility to replace modules during the yearly shutdown
9

Upgraded ITS

The ALICE upgrade

Current Inner Tracking System (ITS)

ALICE Inner Tracking System (ITS)

I Six layers with 3 technologies
(pixels, drift, strips)

I Innermost layer at 3.9 cm from
the beam axis

Impact parameter resolution

I d0(r�) resolution ⇠ 60 µm at
1 GeV/c in Pb–Pb collisions

C.Bianchin, ALICE Coll. (UU) Heavy-flavour measurements in Pb–Pb with the ALICE upgrade 7 / 15

ALICE Coll, JHEP09(2012)112

Current ITS

L. Molnar, CNRS-IPHC Rencontres QGP France 2013, Sept. 9 - 12



ITS Upgrade technology

10

1.3 Upgrade overview

Figure 1.1: Layout of the new ITS detector.
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Figure 1.2: Schematic view of the cross section of the Inner Barrel

• Cold Plate. Carbon ply that embeds the cooling pipes.

• Hybrid Integrated Circuit. Assembly consisting of the polyimide flexible printed
circuit (FPC) on which the pixel chips and some passive components are bonded.

• Half-Stave. The stave of the outer barrel is further segmented in azimuth in two
halves, named half-stave. Each half-stave will consists of a number of modules
glued on a common cooling unit.

• Module. The staves of the Outer Barrel are further segmented longitudinally in
modules. Each module consists of a hybrid integrated circuit, i.e. a number of
pixel chips (e.g. 2 x 7) bonded on a flexible printed circuit, which is glued on a
carbon fleece.

The Stave for the Inner Barrel and the Outer Barrel are illustrated in Figures 1.4.

9

Option A:
7 layers of pixel detectors

Option B:
3 (inner) layers: pixel detectors
4 (outer) layers: strip detectors

 Compromise between better standalone tracking efficiency and pT 
resolution (Option A) with respect to PID capabilities (Option B)

4 layers of strips

3 layers of pixels

7 layers of pixels

L. Molnar, CNRS-IPHC Rencontres QGP France 2013, Sept. 9 - 12



CMOS pixel sensor R&D
Development of the Monolithic Active Pixels 
(MAPS) in Tower/Jazz 18 um technology

Improved radiation hardness (TID) due 
to smaller technology node

High resistivity (1-6 kΩΩcm) epitaxial layer
→ substantial depletion with 1-2 V

In-pixel circuitry available: e.g. in pixel 
discriminators

Goals: study radiation hardness, optimize charge 
collection and read-out architecture

11

50 um wafer

18 um epitaxial layer
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Pixel prototypes I.
MISTRAL (IPHC / IRFU)

Built on the experience from the ULTIMATE (MIMOSA-28) 
for the STAR-PXL detector

Rolling-shutter readout with in-pixel amplification and CDS
350 rows x 1300 columns (pixel size: 22μm x 33μm)

Double-row readout (2 discriminators per column)

Frame integration/readout time ~30 μs

Power consumption ~300mW / cm
12

MIMOSA-22THRa MIMOSA-22THRb SUZE-02

MIMOSA
-22THRb

Correlated 
Double 
Sampling

L. Molnar, CNRS-IPHC Rencontres QGP France 2013, Sept. 9 - 12



Pixel prototypes II.
ASTRAL (IPHC-IRFU)

Derived from MIMOSA-28 (STAR-PIXEL) + AROM

 AROM: Accelerated Readout MIMOSA
 double (four) row read-out

Signal discrimination embedded in each pixel
(MISTRAL: end of column discriminator)

Integration time 15 (10) μs

(MISTRAL : 30 μs)

Power consumption 150 (200) mW

13

MIMOSA
-22THRb

L. Molnar, CNRS-IPHC Rencontres QGP France 2013, Sept. 9 - 12



Recent MIMOSA test beam
ALICE & PICSEL groups

Test beam DESY 19-31 Aug 2013

MI-22THRa: validation of 
read-out architecture, 
integration time: ~ 50 μs, digital+analogue

MI-34: pixel optimization,
integration time: ~ 32 μs, analogue

Studies as a function of ... 
...temperature, 
... irradiation, 
... pixel dimension (22x33 μm2, ..., 22x66 μm2), 

... diode size, ...
 14L. Molnar, CNRS-IPHC Rencontres QGP France 2013, Sept. 9 - 12
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Pixel prototypes III.

ALPIDE Chip (CERN – INFN – CCNU)
Signal discriminator inside the pixel, data driven sparsified readout

Integration (~readout time) ~ 4 μs

512 rows x 1000 columns (pixel size: 28μm x 28μm)

CHERWELL (RAL)
Full array divided in sub-arrays (strixel), parallel rolling-shutter 
readout of strixels

Integration time ~30μs (512 rows x 1000 columns)                          

Pixel size: 20μm x 28μm)
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Detailed chip 
description in TDR
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4 Detector Staves

fixation and alignment of the stave. In addition, as shown in Figures 4.1 and 4.2, the A-
side connector includes cooling pipes inlet and outlet as well as a pinhole to be exploited
as reference marker during metrology checks both for the translation of chips positions
and for the 3D stave localization.

Figure 4.1: A schematic exploded view of the IB stave

Figure 4.2: A IB dummy stave prototype

Material budget

The top part of Figure 4.3 shows the azimuthal distribution at ⌘=0 of the material
budget for layer 0. As shown in Figure 1.2 and in the bottom part of Figure 4.3 the
staves overlap to ensure maximum tracking e�ciency. The two highest peaks visible
in the material budget distribution correspond to the superposition of the reinforced
structures along the edges of the space-frame, while the four smaller peaks correspond
to cooling pipes. The average value of X/X

0

is well within the requirements being 0.282
%.
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4 Detector Staves

is achieved. The details of the support structure and the cooling system are described
in Section 4.3.4.

Several components of the OB staves have been prototyped. As an example Figure 4.6
shows a full size spaceframe prototype of the outer layers. The spaceframe prototype,
described in detail in Sections 4.3, was fully characterized and demonstrated to provide
the required thermal properties and sti↵eness, as discussed in Section 4.4. The design
and the ongoing development of the FPC for the OB modules are described in Section 4.6.

Power Bus 

FPC 

Pixel Chips 

Module Carbon Plate 

Cold-plate 

Spaceframe 

Figure 4.4: A schematic exploded view of the OB stave

Figure 4.5: A schematic view of the two staggered half-staves of the OB stave

Material budget

In Table 4.1 is reported our best estimate for the overall material budget of a middle
and an outer layer. The di↵erence is due to the di↵erent thickness of the conductive
layer of the power bus. The numbers in the table have been carefully evaluted and they
are indicative that the total material budget of the OB stave is within the range of the
required 0.8 % X

0

. It might turn out necessary to add some components, as for instance
coupling capacitors, which would increase the total although the above consideretion
will still be valid.

78

Inner barrel

Outer barrel

Dedicated R&D to reduce the 
material budget to 0.3 % X0   
for the inner barrel 

Optimized mechanics,
cooling, electrical bus,
glue, ...

Extra light mechanical 
structure: 1.4 - 1.8 g / stave

Mechanics and assembly

L. Molnar, CNRS-IPHC Rencontres QGP France 2013, Sept. 9 - 12



Detector performance

Standalone track resolution improvement
factor ~3 in rφ and ~ 5 in z

Factor ~ 3 improvement in momentum 
resolution for standalone tracking

Standalone tracking efficiency 
~ 83 % at p = 100 MeV/c

17

ITS Upgrade CDR 85
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Figure 3.16: Transverse momentum resolution as a function of pt for charged pions for the current ITS and the
upgraded ITS. The results for the ITS stand-alone and ITS-TPC combined tracking mode are shown in the left and
right panel, respectively.
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Figure 3.17: Tracking efficiency of charged pions for the current and upgraded ITS in the ITS stand-alone (left
panel) and ITS-TPC combined (right panel) tracking modes.

stand-alone tracking mode, the upgraded ITS yields a dramatic improvement. It should be noticed that
the pt resolution in the stand-alone mode benefits significantly from the intrinsic resolution of the outer
layers, and in particular at high pt . In the ITS-TPC combined tracking mode (right panel of Figure 3.16)
at low pt (below 400 MeV/c) both upgraded ITS configurations would improve the resolution due to the
reduction of the material budget of the innermost layers. At high pt the full pixel configuration provides
a better resolution.

Finally, Figure 3.17 shows the tracking efficiency in case of the ITS stand-alone tracking (left panel)
and the ITS-TPC combined tracking (right panel). An impressive improvement with respect to the cur-
rent ITS is obtained with the upgraded ITS configuration for pt < 1 GeV/c; in stand-alone mode the
improvement obtained if all layers are equipped with pixels is enhanced.

3.5.3 Tracking performance with reduced magnetic field

Data taking with a reduced magnetic field with respect to the standard 0.5 T can extend the minimum pt
reach of reconstructed charged particles, which may be relevant, for instance, for the study of dilepton
pairs (see Section 2.4). In Figure 3.18 the ITS stand-alone tracking efficiency and the transverse momen-
tum resolution with a magnetic field B = 0.2 T are shown as a function of pt for the upgrade scenarios
discussed in Section 3.5.2. The performance with the standard magnetic field of 0.5 T is also shown
superimposed for comparison. An improvement of the tracking efficiency can be appreciated only for
pt < 80 MeV/c, for both configurations under study. Conversely, the pt resolution is instead worsened
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Figure 3.16: Transverse momentum resolution as a function of pt for charged pions for the current ITS and the
upgraded ITS. The results for the ITS stand-alone and ITS-TPC combined tracking mode are shown in the left and
right panel, respectively.
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Figure 3.17: Tracking efficiency of charged pions for the current and upgraded ITS in the ITS stand-alone (left
panel) and ITS-TPC combined (right panel) tracking modes.

stand-alone tracking mode, the upgraded ITS yields a dramatic improvement. It should be noticed that
the pt resolution in the stand-alone mode benefits significantly from the intrinsic resolution of the outer
layers, and in particular at high pt . In the ITS-TPC combined tracking mode (right panel of Figure 3.16)
at low pt (below 400 MeV/c) both upgraded ITS configurations would improve the resolution due to the
reduction of the material budget of the innermost layers. At high pt the full pixel configuration provides
a better resolution.

Finally, Figure 3.17 shows the tracking efficiency in case of the ITS stand-alone tracking (left panel)
and the ITS-TPC combined tracking (right panel). An impressive improvement with respect to the cur-
rent ITS is obtained with the upgraded ITS configuration for pt < 1 GeV/c; in stand-alone mode the
improvement obtained if all layers are equipped with pixels is enhanced.

3.5.3 Tracking performance with reduced magnetic field

Data taking with a reduced magnetic field with respect to the standard 0.5 T can extend the minimum pt
reach of reconstructed charged particles, which may be relevant, for instance, for the study of dilepton
pairs (see Section 2.4). In Figure 3.18 the ITS stand-alone tracking efficiency and the transverse momen-
tum resolution with a magnetic field B = 0.2 T are shown as a function of pt for the upgrade scenarios
discussed in Section 3.5.2. The performance with the standard magnetic field of 0.5 T is also shown
superimposed for comparison. An improvement of the tracking efficiency can be appreciated only for
pt < 80 MeV/c, for both configurations under study. Conversely, the pt resolution is instead worsened
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Table 3.4: Characteristics of the upgrade scenario. The numbers in brackets refer to the case of microstrip detec-
tors.

Layer / Type r [cm] ±z [cm]
Intrinsic

resolution [µm]
rf z

Material
budget

X/X0 [%]
Beam pipe 2.0 - - 0.22

1 / new pixel 2.2 11.2 4 4 0.30
2 / new pixel 2.8 12.1 4 4 0.30
3 / new pixel 3.6 13.4 4 4 0.30

4 / new pixel (strip) 20.0 39.0 4(20) 4(830) 0.30 (0.83)
5 / new pixel (strip) 22.0 41.8 4(20) 4(830) 0.30 (0.83)
6 / new pixel (strip) 41.0 71.2 4(20) 4(830) 0.30 (0.83)
7 / new pixel (strip) 43.0 74.3 4(20) 4(830) 0.30 (0.83)
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Figure 3.14: Pointing resolution to the vertex of charged pions as a function of the transverse momentum for the
current ITS and the upgraded ITS. Left panel: ITS stand-alone tracking; right panel: ITS-TPC combined tracking.
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Figure 3.15: Pointing resolution to the vertex versus transverse momentum pt for different particle species in the
ITS stand-alone tracking mode for the current ITS (dotted lines) and the upgraded ITS (full lines). The rf and z
components are shown in the left and right panel, respectively.

It should be noticed that for the present ALICE set-up the ITS-TPC combined tracking provides at high
pt a sizeable improvement with respect to the ITS stand-alone tracking. Conversely, in the case of the
upgraded ITS, adding the information from the TPC does not yield any further improvement. Similar
results are obtained for the other particle species, as shown in Figure 3.15.

Figure 3.16 illustrates the improvements in terms of the transverse momentum resolution. For the ITS
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Physics performance: 
hadronization of heavy quarks

Heavy quark hadronization via coalescence: 
Λc/D enhancement, larger Ds RAA wrt. D

Upgraded ITS: low pT reach, 
significant reduction of uncertainties 

Detailed performance: TDR, end of 2013
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8.3 Heavy flavour
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Figure 8.17: These will be redone with updated errors and for the same
centrality class. Left: ⇤

c

and D0

R

AA

in central Pb–Pb collisions (0–20% for ⇤
c

, 0–
10% for D0) for L

int

= 10 nb�1. Right: enhancement of the ⇤
c

/D ratio in central Pb–Pb
(0–20% for L

int

= 10 nb�1) with respect to pp collisions. Two model calculations [21,
24] are also shown.

Figure 8.17 (right) shows the enhancement of the ⇤
c

/D ratio in central Pb–Pb (0–
20% for L

int

= 10 nb�1) with respect to pp collisions. It is assumed that the statistical
uncertainties for the D0 measurements and for the ⇤

c

measurement in pp are negligible
with respect to those for the ⇤

c

measurement in Pb–Pb. The points are drawn on
a line that captures the trend and magnitude of the ⇤/K0

S

double-ratio. Two model
calculations [21, 24] are shown to illustrate the expected sensitivity of the measurement.

Charm and beauty v

2

These figures will be combined: one with D0 and Ds; one with D0 from B
and Jpsi from B

We have estimated the expected precision on the measurement of v
2

for prompt and
secondary D mesons with the upgraded ITS and with an integrated luminosity of 10 nb�1.
We have scaled the statistical uncertainties obtained from the simulation studies, consid-
ering that the significance/event is the same for central (0–20%) and semi-central events
(e.g. 30–50%). This feature is observed in the D0 analysis from 2010 data [6].

The v

2

extraction can be performed using the raw signal yields in two large intervals
of azimuthal angle ' with respect to the Event Plane (EP) direction  

EP

, determined
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to measure separately v

2

for prompt (charm) and secondary (beauty) D mesons, the
prompt fraction will be determined for the in-plane and out-of-plane signal using the D0

impact parameter fit.
We have estimated the statistical uncertainties on v
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2/(1± v
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) times larger, respectively, than
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Physics performance: 
heavy quark collectivity

ITS Upgrade: disentangle charm and beauty collectivity

Measurement of elliptic flow: prompt and non-prompt D 
meson, non-prompt J/ψ,Ds

Detailed performance: TDR, end of 2013
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Figure 2.28: Schematic representation of a D0 ! K�p+ decay for prompt (left) and secondary (right) D0 mesons.
The blue dot represents the primary vertex. The rectangle represents the contribution of the detector charm impact
parameter resolution function to the observed D0 impact parameter (see text). The thin dashed line is the B meson
flight line while x, the continuous line, is the true impact parameter of the secondary D0.

– open the possibility to perform an inclusive measurement of the B meson production and nuclear
modification factor, via the pt spectra of D mesons from B decays.

2.3.4.1 Method and Statistical Precision

The fraction of prompt D0 mesons can be measured by exploiting the different shapes of the impact
parameter distributions of primary and secondary mesons. This approach has been used already in pp
(or pp) collisions by the CDF Collaboration [72] to measure the production of prompt D mesons atp

s = 1.96 TeV (pp) and by the LHCb Collaboration [73] to measure the production of B mesons atp
s = 7 TeV at forward rapidity. The limited statistics available for the ALICE measurements of D

meson production only allowed this approach to be used as a cross-check of the theory driven methods
mentioned above. In this section the different factors that determine the performance of this method are
discussed, in relation to the improvements achievable with the ITS upgrade.

The main factors determining the performance achievable with this method are the available statistics,
the uncertainty deriving from the subtraction of the background impact parameter distribution, and the
resolution of the D meson impact parameter, which is directly related to the resolution of the track
position in the vicinity of the primary vertex.

The Hybrid simulation approach was used to study the effect of the improved track position and pt
resolutions for the ITS upgrade configuration. Figure 2.29 (left panel) shows the impact parameter
distribution for prompt and secondary D0 in 2 < pt < 3 GeV/c as obtained from a heavy-flavour enriched
MC simulation of pp collisions at

p
s = 7 TeV produced with the PYTHIA generator. For example, the

probability to assign a 100 µm impact parameter to a prompt D0 decreases by a factor of more than
3 in the upgraded ITS case, with respect to the current ITS case. The detector resolution function can
be modeled with a Gaussian term plus exponential tails. In Figure 2.29, right panel, the sD parameter
(Gaussian width), obtained by fitting the prompt D0 impact parameter distribution with this functional
form, is reported as a function of transverse momentum for the current and upgraded ITS scenarios. An
improvement by a factor of around 2 is obtained in the latter case.

The side bands of the invariant mass distribution are used to model the impact parameter distribution of
the background that is subtracted from the impact parameter distribution of D0 candidates in the mass
peak region. The uncertainties in the background shape, due to statistical fluctuations in the distribu-
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Physics performance: 
Di-electron spectra

Upgraded ITS: vertexing and increased statistics 
gives access to differential di-electron studies 
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Figure 2.53: Inclusive e+e� invariant mass spectrum (left) and excess spectrum (right) for 0–10% most central
Pb–Pb collisions at

p
sNN= 5.5 TeV with the current ITS, 2.5 ·107 events (no high-rate scenario). No tight d0 cut

is applied. The green boxes show the systematic uncertainties from the combinatorial background subtraction, the
magenta boxes indicate systematic uncertainties related to the subtraction of the cocktail and charm contribution.
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Figure 2.54: Inclusive e+e� invariant mass spectrum (left) and excess spectrum (right) for 0–10% most central
Pb–Pb collisions at

p
sNN= 5.5 TeV with the upgraded ITS, 2.5 · 109 events (high-rate scenario). Tight d0 cut is

applied. The green boxes show the systematic uncertainties from the combinatorial background subtraction, the
magenta boxes indicate systematic uncertainties related to the subtraction of the cocktail and charm contribution.

charmed hadrons at low pt with complementary methods in ALICE.

2.4.3 Results on Physics Performance

In the following, the results of the physics performance study described before are discussed. The
invariant mass and transverse momentum distributions are not corrected for reconstruction and selec-
tion efficiency. They are compared to the physical signals (like thermal radiation) convoluted with the
parametrized efficiencies, to give an impression of the sensitivity. It is assumed that the above-mentioned
corrections, which have to applied in the data analysis, do not add a significant contribution to the total
systematic uncertainty.

Figure 2.53 (left) shows the inclusive e+e� invariant mass spectrum in the 0–10% most central Pb–Pb
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Figure 2.53: Inclusive e+e� invariant mass spectrum (left) and excess spectrum (right) for 0–10% most central
Pb–Pb collisions at

p
sNN= 5.5 TeV with the current ITS, 2.5 ·107 events (no high-rate scenario). No tight d0 cut

is applied. The green boxes show the systematic uncertainties from the combinatorial background subtraction, the
magenta boxes indicate systematic uncertainties related to the subtraction of the cocktail and charm contribution.
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Figure 2.54: Inclusive e+e� invariant mass spectrum (left) and excess spectrum (right) for 0–10% most central
Pb–Pb collisions at

p
sNN= 5.5 TeV with the upgraded ITS, 2.5 · 109 events (high-rate scenario). Tight d0 cut is

applied. The green boxes show the systematic uncertainties from the combinatorial background subtraction, the
magenta boxes indicate systematic uncertainties related to the subtraction of the cocktail and charm contribution.

charmed hadrons at low pt with complementary methods in ALICE.

2.4.3 Results on Physics Performance

In the following, the results of the physics performance study described before are discussed. The
invariant mass and transverse momentum distributions are not corrected for reconstruction and selec-
tion efficiency. They are compared to the physical signals (like thermal radiation) convoluted with the
parametrized efficiencies, to give an impression of the sensitivity. It is assumed that the above-mentioned
corrections, which have to applied in the data analysis, do not add a significant contribution to the total
systematic uncertainty.

Figure 2.53 (left) shows the inclusive e+e� invariant mass spectrum in the 0–10% most central Pb–Pb
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Figure 2.55: Transverse momentum e+e� excess spectra in 0–10% most central Pb–Pb collisions at
p

sNN=

5.5 TeV in intervals of invariant mass for current ITS, 2.5 ·107 events, left and upgraded ITS, 2.5 ·109 events, right.
Tight d0 cut is applied. The green boxes show the systematic uncertainties from the combinatorial background
subtraction, the magenta boxes indicate systematic uncertainties related to the subtraction of the cocktail and
charm contribution.

collisions at
p

sNN= 5.5 TeV with the current ITS and 2.5 ·107 events. No d0 cut is applied to reject dis-
placed electrons. The same spectrum after subtraction of the hadronic cocktail and the charm contribution
(the “excess spectrum”) is shown in the right panel of Figure 2.53. The low-mass region Mee < 1 GeV/c2

is dominated by the systematic uncertainties related to the subtraction of the combinatorial background.
In the mass region Mee > 1 GeV/c2, the systematic uncertainties from the charm subtraction do not allow
for a quantitative estimation of the thermal radiation spectrum.

With the upgraded ITS, a tight d0 cut is quite effective to reject displaced electrons. In addition, the high-
rate capability is a key element for this analysis. The expected inclusive e+e� invariant mass spectrum
and the excess spectrum in this scenario are shown in Figure 2.54. The statistical precision achievable in
the high-rate scenario would allow for a detailed and differential investigation of dilepton production.

Transverse momentum spectra provide valuable information on the degree of collectivity of the dilepton
sources. Moreover, their mass dependence is related to collectivity in different stages of the collision and
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Figure 2.55: Transverse momentum e+e� excess spectra in 0–10% most central Pb–Pb collisions at
p

sNN=

5.5 TeV in intervals of invariant mass for current ITS, 2.5 ·107 events, left and upgraded ITS, 2.5 ·109 events, right.
Tight d0 cut is applied. The green boxes show the systematic uncertainties from the combinatorial background
subtraction, the magenta boxes indicate systematic uncertainties related to the subtraction of the cocktail and
charm contribution.

collisions at
p

sNN= 5.5 TeV with the current ITS and 2.5 ·107 events. No d0 cut is applied to reject dis-
placed electrons. The same spectrum after subtraction of the hadronic cocktail and the charm contribution
(the “excess spectrum”) is shown in the right panel of Figure 2.53. The low-mass region Mee < 1 GeV/c2

is dominated by the systematic uncertainties related to the subtraction of the combinatorial background.
In the mass region Mee > 1 GeV/c2, the systematic uncertainties from the charm subtraction do not allow
for a quantitative estimation of the thermal radiation spectrum.

With the upgraded ITS, a tight d0 cut is quite effective to reject displaced electrons. In addition, the high-
rate capability is a key element for this analysis. The expected inclusive e+e� invariant mass spectrum
and the excess spectrum in this scenario are shown in Figure 2.54. The statistical precision achievable in
the high-rate scenario would allow for a detailed and differential investigation of dilepton production.

Transverse momentum spectra provide valuable information on the degree of collectivity of the dilepton
sources. Moreover, their mass dependence is related to collectivity in different stages of the collision and
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ITS Upgrade activities at IPHC: 
ALICE & PICSEL groups 

MISTRAL and ASTRAL chip developments 

Preparing for module testing 
and assembly of the outer layers  

ITS software framework coordination

Pixel sensor simulations

Physics performance analysis  

Editorial work on the Technical Design Report
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Summary

The upgraded ITS opens the way to precision heavy-quark 
measurements in ALICE

Active R&D is ongoing from pixel/chip design to mechanics

Next milestone: Technical Design Report, by the end of 2013
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